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EXCERCISE: The White Witch’s Statue Garden

GRADES: 2nd and up

TIME: 10 Minutes

SET-UP: This exercise works best in an open space. Be sure to clear the space of any obstacles.

SUPLIES: None

In the play The Lion, the Witch, and The Wardrobe, the White Witch has the power to turn the creatures who 
live in Narnia into frozen statues. In this exercise you'll become the statues, and in order to unfreeze you 

must collaborate together to outmaneuver the watchful eye of the White Witch.

INSTRUCTIONS:

The White Witch (played by a family member) has frozen all of the other participants into statues of crea-
tures from Narnia, and they are strolling through their garden admiring their handiwork. As they move about 

the garden they may comment on the different creatures that they have frozen, “Here I see a poor beaver with 
his big flat tail and buck teeth. There I see a small faun with little hooves.” They then “accidentally” announce/
reveal that the statues can actually move when they are not looking directly at them. In fact, the statues can 
permanently break the wicked spell by successfully forming a holding-hands circle around the White Witch. 

However, if the White Witch sees a statue moving they can point to the offending statue and say,
“Back to the garden with you!” That statue then gets placed back towards the perimeter of the garden. 
Once all of the statues in the garden form a holding-hands circle around the strolling White Witch, they will 

have broken the spell and achieved their objective. Feel free to replay this exercise by selecting another family 
member to be the new White Witch and let the fun continue!

This content was customized from The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe’s Active Audience Guide.
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